An Gáirdín
Portumna

History of An Gáirdín
Some 25 years ago we became acutely aware that for a long
time all was not well with Planet Earth. The human-earth
relationship was in crisis. A small group of us came together
and decided to change our direction in life and see how we
might rediscover our true identity as humans in relation to
Planet Earth. We gained a new perspective by studying
and reflecting on the history of the Universe and on Earth’s
history, and on how the Earth-human relationship changed
radically over the course of human history. We humans
gradually moved from our sense of intimate connectedness
and oneness with the natural world to seeing the natural
world as being outside of ourselves and existing for us to use
and exploit. What was ‘gift’ became ‘resource’.
It seems that now, at this time we are invited into a new
consciousness, a new sense of our identity as humans. This
growing awareness manifests itself in the choices, small and
not so small, that present themselves each day e.g. our use of
water, of the land, our choice of food, where we shop, what
we buy, how we travel and so on.

An Gáirdín Summer Fest
Celebrating 25 years

Come and celebrate our summer fest with events enjoyable
for adults and children alike including an informal music
session with Kíla band members, short films, garden tours,
hedgerow safaris, storytelling, circle dance, yoga and
informative sessions on native trees and herbalism. There will
be a suite of stalls where you can chat to experts on natural
cosmetics, bee keeping, biodiversity and lots more. You might
like a de-stressing yoga session or simply relax in the orchard
and treat yourself to some oven-fired Pizza while listening

SUMMER
FEST
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to live music and song. Whatever you chose, be sure to save
some energy for the Solstice Céilí, where this ancient feast
will be celebrated with music, dance and feast!

We would like to express our gratitude to all who supported
us on this journey, especially the Mercy Congregation, the
faithful friends who continue to accompany and support us
and the many, many people who have joined us on our diverse
education programmes over the past 25 years.

Ph: 087 284 5443 0909 741 689
E: angairdin1@gmail.com

www.angairdin.ie
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20TH - 23RD JUNE 2019

SATURDAY 22ND JUNE

10am - Hedgerow Safari with Ecologist Elaine Riordan
(children and adults)
Elaine will take us on an expedition through the native hedgerows,
helping us to explore and discover the wonders in and underneath
them! A surprising array of trees, flowers, insects and other
potential residents will be revealed in the hedgerows.
10am - Yoga
Children, 5 years upwards will enjoy an hour of yoga and creative
dance with Jenny.

THURSDAY 20TH JUNE

7.30pm - Deep Time Walk
We will open our Summer Fest at An Gáirdín with a “Deep
Time Walk”. Experience how our 4.6km walk will take us back
on the journey of the 4.6 billion years of Earth’s history.
Meet at An Gáirdin at 7.30pm - you do not need to be a champion
walker!

FRIDAY 21ST JUNE,

10am - 3pm - Puppetry and Wonders of Nature
“Your Man’s Puppets” will entertain pupils of St. Brendan’s
National School while exploring our own ancient connection
with nature. Pupils will also get the opportunity to experience
some hands-on creative activities in the garden.
7pm - Healing Herbs with Herbalist Emmet Walsh
In the context of the developing awareness of the benefits
of natural medicine, herbalist Emmet Walsh will share his
knowledge and experience. Emmet has practiced western
herbalism for more than 20 years and runs the Roscore
Herbal Clinic in Blueball, Tullamore, Co. Offaly.
8 - 10pm - Kíla Band Members
Enjoy an informal music session with Kíla band members
James Mahon (pipes and flu tes) and Seanan Brennan (guitar).
Kíla are a world famous contemporary Irish /world music band.
This is a once-o� opportunity to engage with these renowned
musicians in an informal setting.

11am & 11.30am - Storytelling in the Tents
For children up to 7 years and their parents.
Come into the storyteller’s tent and there you will find Theresia
and Ellendera bringing stories of joy and wonder into life. With
puppetry and imagination they create world’s of enchantment
for the very young child. ‘Maggie and Millie and Mollie and May’
is a story to remind us how mother earth is at the heart of all
childhood.
11am - Native Trees, Biodiversity & Food with Andrew St Ledger
Trees are forever revealing more and more of their precious
secrets. Listen to the story of how their roots hunt deep down for
minerals and nutrients and the clever way which they pass these
on to us and keep us healthy. Do not miss this opportunity to be
captivated by Andrew’s intimate and broad knowledge of trees.
12pm - Yoga
Adults can also enjoy an hour of yoga & relaxation with Jenny.

3pm & 3.40pm - Story Telling in the Tents
for a young audience (8+) and the not so young...
Let Theresia and Ellendera take you on an imaginary journey
as they weave a tale of Wonder, Wisdom Mystery and Hope. A
theatrical narration of a powerful Creation story for our times.
4pm - Circle Dance
We ought never to miss the opportunity to dance! Circle Dance is
a gentle, healing way to bring body, mind and spirit together and
release creative energy. It can help heal the rift between humanity
and Earth, the separation between us and our roots. And it is fun.
Marie Heavy Bartley, in her typical spirited enthusiasm will have
us all on the floor. No partners required & no experience needed.
8pm - Solstice Céilí
Come and join us in celebrating the summer solstice, the longest
day of the year. We will celebrate this ancient festival with music,
dance, story and song. Lively music played by local traditional
musicians is guaranteed to get our feet tapping into the late hours.
Taste some of our solstice food and enjoy the evening.

ALL- DAY ACTIVITIES

Short Films - Various locations around the garden:
Strangford Beneath the Surface by Anne Marie Mahon and takes
us on a truly exciting underwater exploration.
Climate Change by John Cleary illustrates the multi-faceted
nature and history of climate change and societal responses to
it. (and what about your bike??)
Native Hedgerows by Seán O Farrell introduces the luscious native
hedgerows on his own Cloncannon Biofarm.

12pm - Make and Do for Nature Workshop for Children
with Elaine Riordan
This is a short workshop using crafty ideas to create pollinatorfriendly habitats for insects, such as ladybirds and butterflies, from
natural materials found in the garden. Also, learn to make and take
home compostable seed pots made from used newspapers.

Mini Makes - Do keep an eye out for Hayley during the day as
she will be doing lots of little Mini-Makes!

1-3pm - Pizza Lunch
Treat yourself to a tasty mouth-watering pizza, baked in our own
wood burning outdoor pizza oven, as you are entertained by our
own Omna Singers and local musician Knoeline Keane.

Garden Tours - ongoing Join Des for a tour of An Gáirdín with
its organic biodiversity-friendly garden, examples of renewable
energy technologies, natural building, rainwater-harvesting and
more!

2.30pm - “The Big Picture”
Humans and the planet: what is the relationship?
Do come along and hear how young people view our relationship
with planet Earth as they explore the pressing planetary themes of
biodiversity loss, climate change and river pollution in the context
of the ‘bigger picture’. The session will be facilitated by young
enthusiastic activists John Cleary (MSc in Climate and Food
Security) and Ellen Butler (BA in Communication Studies). All
welcome.

Stalls - There will be stalls with Bee keeping, Herbalism,
Biodiversity, Climate Change, Plastics Alternatives/reduction,
Natural Cosmetics.

SUNDAY 23RD JUNE

3pm - Launch of brochure “The Wildlife of Portumna”
Come and join Port Omna Beo Biodiversity Group for the launch
of their third brochure in the Nature and Wildlife Series – “The
Wild Life of Portumna”. This series of brochures helps to open our
eyes, our minds and our hearts to the wonder and diversity of
nature in the River Shannon and Lough Derg region. A creative
enjoyable event!

